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Introduction
Today, DCinema is well established, and it offers far more possibilities than before. You can
connect equipment between each other and see it running. You can also interconnect all cinemas
and manage them from one central point.
CinéDigital Network (CDN) is an On-Demand Network Operation Center (NOC) aiming to help
DCinema integrators to interconnect, deploy and maintain DCinema equipment.
CDN provides tools and functionalities specially designed for DCinema integrators and for
anyone who wants to easily manage DCinema equipment.
CDN allows interconnection of all DCinema equipment, in order to control, configure,
upgrade and fix from one central point.

Cinema 1

Cinema 2
Your enterprise – or your home

Cinema 3
CinéDigital Network;
Geographically redundant

Figure 1: Cinema interconnection through CDN
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Interconnections
Each cinema uses a specific router, based on the WRT54GL model by Linksys.

These routers are configured thanks to the CDN router flashing tool. The CDN firmware enables to
establish a secure VPN tunnel between the cinema and your CDN Server.

Approved encryption technology
This connection uses strong encryption, and is fully compatible with DCI specifications for
cinema networking. The router also contains a firewall which denies all intrusions from Internet to
the projection booth network. The only way to access equipment is to have access to the VPN
encrypted tunnel.
Certificate technology uses Blowfish CBC 128 bits encryption. This is the same type of encryption as
the one used for KDM.
Routers are configured with CDN scripts, which allow CDN to update or add functionalities on all
installed routers. It is a warranty that security is always up to date.

No extra Internet charges
One other advantage of this connection system is that it uses the already existing Internet
connection of the cinema.
There is absolutely no need to add a specific Internet connection, and that means fewer problems for
you, and less costs for the cinema.

Specific VPN tunnel for technician
To allow you and your technicians to access cinemas equipment, CDN provides specific VPN
tunnels to connect to it.
Once you are connected to CDN server, access is granted to all cinemas connected.
And your technicians can do exactly the same. Never your hotline had been so reactive!
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Secure access to the server
CDN server owns its own firewall to prevent cinema to access him through the VPN
connection. Only you can access cinema and equipment.
Also, all cinemas connected to your CDN server cannot see each other when you can see and connect
to all of them from your chair.
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Cinemas/Screens management
CDN provides you a web interface to create and manage all your cinemas, screens and
service contracts you need.

Figure 2: Cinemas list

You just have to enter the Cinema name, address, installed equipment, etc. CDN automatically
computes an IP plan to allow you to configure equipment and to flash the Linksys VPN router.
Once the router is installed and equipment configured, no more action is needed.

Store all information you need – or want
You can keep a trace of all information you want on cinemas or screens.
CDN provides you with a lot of optional fields to store your information and follow the life of your
equipment. Those fields have been chosen from our experience in digital cinema.

Figure 3: Screen management tools

Keep your information up to date…
You can change all information as needed: version numbers, serial numbers, etc.
Connection, upgrade and all CDN modules will continue to work perfectly. You can access all cinemas
technical information in one location. Tools are also provided to interact with equipment when you
want.

… or let CDN do it for you
And better, thanks to the monitoring system, CDN will fill up a great number of fields for you:
number version after an upgrade, hard drive serial number after a replacement, projector and server
serial number in case equipment is switched from one place to another, etc. Those are examples of
what is automatically done. And CDN alerts you by email if anything goes wrong (for instance, serial
number conflict between two cinemas).
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Configure service contracts

Figure 4: Create service contract

The powerful service contracts module allows you to manage contracts for cinemas. Each
contract you create in the tool automatically grants access to the relevant cinema through CDN tools.
You can this way prevent your technicians to access a cinema without contract, and manage your
clients easily.
You can revoke service contracts, or change duration. Each modification will deny or allow access to
the equipment. Contracts are attributed per screen (you can allow access for one screen and deny
access to another within the same cinema).

Figure 5: Service contract status

Access management is done by CDN firewall. It is very robust and regularly upgraded.
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Equipment monitoring
CDN monitoring is configured according to each constructor specifications. SNMP protocol
enables to retrieve lots of information from the equipment, without any manual intervention from
your side.

Fully compatible
As soon as CDN is installed, it owns template models for most of projectors and servers on
the field. Barco, Christie, NEC, Doremi, GDC, Dolby, etc. are compatible with CDN monitoring system.
And we are always working to increase the number of information available, consistency of alerts
and precision of SNMP.

You have full control over alerts

Each email alert is classified with priority, and you can choose which group or which person
will receive disaster alerts, information
emails, etc. The priority depends on the
severity of the problem. Alerts allow you
to know in real time the hardware status
of your cinemas.
If you think alerts are too intrusive or
useless for you, just uncheck the different
priority levels. Monitoring will remain
quiet for you.

Figure 6: Monitoring alerts manager

Available alert levels are:
-

Disaster (such as video underflow, raid degraded)
High (such as temperature problems)
Average (such as lamp change needs)
Warning (such as decoding video errors)
Information (such as software version)
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Choose how to see problem
You have two choices to see current (or old) problems in your cinemas:
1- From the monitoring module, you can grab the view of all problems in all your cinemas, in
real time. This view is very useful to quickly localize if there is a problem somewhere.
2- From the screen module, you can see specific problems of chosen screen equipment, such as
temperature, RAID health, etc. You can also click on “Last alerts” and see the history of all
problems concerning this screen.
You also have access to temperature graphs and real time information thanks to the 24/7 connection
between your CDN server and cinemas routers.

Figure 7: Monitoring in screens
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Equipment automatic upgrades
CDN provides you a special module designed to help you keep all your equipment in all your
cinemas up to date.
The update manager allows you to choose equipment to upgrade and packages to apply. It then
checks current version and updates what needs to be updated.

Packaging system
CDN provides packages for software and firmware version upgrades, patches and various
kinds of updates. For instance, if you wish to install azerty keyboard support in all your servers, CDN
can do that for you.

Figure 8: Configure automatic upgrades

Packages are fully tested before release, and are based only on constructor stuff. So when you use
the “Doremi 2.2.3-0” package, you are installing the real 2.2.3-0 soft version from Doremi.
Packages are designed to interact with CDN and its monitoring system. When equipment is online,
updates are automatically done. When updates are done, the system will check if everything went
fine.
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Intuitive interface
The first thing you have to do is to choose equipment you want to upgrade.
Next, you have to choose the package you want to apply and the screen you want to upgrade thanks
to a very flexible system based on criteria.
CDN will provide you with a preview of all screens that match your criteria. At this step, you can
check or uncheck specific screens.
Only screens with service contracts can be upgraded (one more reason for cinemas to take your
service contract!).

Know what has been done
CDN provides you with an upgrade history for each screen. You can easily see what is
planned and what is already done. Thanks to a color code, it is easy to check if all things are good, or
if your equipment has problems to upgrade.
And for software and firmware version, with the help of monitoring, as soon as the upgrade is done,
the corresponding field is updated in the asset manager.

Figure 9: Upgrades management in screens

And know what has to be done
When fully automatic upgrade is not possible, CDN will do the maximum, and then notice
you that you can connect to the equipment and finish the upgrade. You do not need to spend whole
hours to upload upgrades in equipment, since CDN does it for you!
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Users management
To assume secure connection to CDN, each user needs a VPN connection. This connection is
provided by CDN automatically, once a user is created in the web interface.

Choose who will access CDN
Thanks to the user management module, you can create every user you want. Each user has
its own CDN connection created, and you can download files needed to configure it. You create the
user, you download the file, and you give it to the person. Then, he/she can connect to CDN and start
working.
You can at any time delete a user and his access will be revoked. Otherwise, the VPN
connection allows access to CDN from anywhere. A simple Internet connection is needed.
You technicians can fix any problem remotely: from the enterprise, at home, or even if they are on
site installing some equipment.

Figure 10: Manage users

Choose who can do what
CDN provides three roles to manage user rights.
Each role has its utility. And each user you create has to be linked to one role.
Available roles are:
-

Integrator: the highest level. He can create users, see all modules, create and edit everything.
He can manage monitoring alerts and automatic upgrades. He is of course allowed to
connect to equipment.
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-

Technician: he can connect to equipment. He is allowed to create tickets, and see cinemas
and screens, though he is not allowed to create or edit it. He receives monitoring alerts
according to what you have configured for him.

-

Administrative: he is allowed to manage all administrative parts. He can create or edit
cinemas, screens and service contracts. He is allowed to see tickets, but cannot create or edit
them. He doesn’t receive monitoring alerts. He can create reports or documents (such as
RMA or licenses).

By default, CDN provides an Integrator user for you. After that, you have full control on user
management.

Figure 11: User roles and download VPN access

Please note that there is always a service user for CDN staff if intervention is needed.
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Ticketing: keep trace of problems
Today, each company with the need to fix, configure or repair products has to keep trace of
interventions. CDN, providing
you tools to connect in
cinemas and fix things
remotely, has a full ticketing
module.
A ticket is an electronic form
which stores support
information on a problem. It
helps you track problems and
solutions.

Figure 12: Ticket creation

Specifically designed for cinema issues
CDN trouble tracking system is used by cinemas hotline for years now and has been
constantly improved to fit this activity.
Tickets contain fields allowing you to describe problems accurately. You can for instance specify the
number of screens concerned, if a show had to be cancelled, if RMA is needed, etc.
Each ticket has a category: projector, server, network, library, etc.
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Follow tickets evolution
Each ticket has a status, helping you to know what has been done.
For example, your ticket may have been Open, then In Progress and then Wait For RMA before being
Closed. Status history of each ticket is stored in CDN.

Filter tickets
CDN offers a powerful filter system to allow you find quickly what you need. Filtering Open or
Waiting For RMA tickets is really easy with the CDN filtering system.
Your technicians can even create their own filters to help them find their own tickets.

Support tools
CDN provides the hotline applet, an application designed to help technicians to easily access
equipment.
The applet can be launched from a cinema and allows technicians to access to all screens from one
window, as well as specific cinema equipment. It also enables to modify existing tickets on this
cinema, or to create new tickets. Your technicians can see IP addresses, phone numbers and
passwords.
Technicians can connect to most equipment with simple button clicks. Click VNC on a server, and
CDN will download the correct application and start it. Click ping and CDN will open a window to
check equipment connectivity.
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Figure 13: Hotline applet tools

Use the applet wizard ticket to create a new ticket while your client is on line. You can determine the
problem with him and edit the ticket at all time during the call.
Use all access tools to connect to equipment in any way you need, without wasting time to launch
each application manually.
Have important information such as IP address or phone number quickly available without searching
for them.
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Access and login history
In order to avoid any responsibility problem with your clients and to solve conflicts, CDN
provides tools to see who has done what on the interconnected network.

History on ticket
Each action done using the Hotline Applet is logged directly in the ticket: VNC access, FTP
access, etc.

Figure 14: Ticket history

You also see the time spent on the ticket and the creation date, as well as the date the ticket was
closed.

History on network
Each action done through the CDN VPN from one of your VPN accounts to a cinema is logged.
Only Integrators can see this information, and it has been proved as a valuable information source.
If a technician has accessed a server through VNC, or uploaded a file through FTP, then the firewall
will detect it, and then will log it in the log history. It allows a very fine and nice control of actions.
No more will clients tell you “Hey, one of your technicians has powered off my projector during the
show yesterday!” You just have to look in the history and answer “No, no one has connected to your
equipment yesterday. It has to be another problem, let’s start dealing with it.”
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Make reports from your data
CDN allows you to generate custom reports from all data stored in CDN.
You can make reports on nearly all contents of CDN. It is quite easy to do: you just have to choose
the module you want to work with, and a wizard will help you.
Thanks to a powerful filtering system, you can construct very complex reports.

Figure 15: Reports custom fields

For example, you can compute a report that will display all cinemas without service contracts, then
export the result in Excel format and send it to your commercial team.
Or you can quickly list all cinemas which have a specific server in a specific software version known to
be problematic.
All results can be exported in excel format if needed.

Figure 16: Reports custom data
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Use CDN to manage your documents
In addition, CDN is also a redundant and always online server. With CDN, you can attach
documents directly to cinemas, tickets or screens and store them in CDN online storage.
This way, all your documents will be stored in the cloud securely. The only access possible is through
your VPN. It can be used to attach all your RMA to the concerned cinema, and find it again later
when the document is needed.

Figure 17: RMA example

You can also attach photos, plans or anything else you want. They will be linked cinemas or screens,
and you will find all information in one place: cinemas information, photos, history of RMA, etc.
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Tickets statistics1
With ticketing and hotline services comes the
need to coordinate and organize people answering to
clients.
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With CDN, each ticket created by your technician is
stored and tracked.

Figure 18: Tickets evolution during the week

CDN has designed some interesting graphs to help
you better understand the work done by your hotline:
when are the rushes, what type of problem is the
most recurrent, etc.

These statistics are computed each week and each month and provides very useful information
based on your data.
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Figure 19: Evolution of different problem types
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Provide information to your clients2
CDN allows you to provide your clients with direct and real time information through mobile
software.
Indeed, with the help of HTTPs secured connections, the CDN mobile apps can ask your CDN server
for information on a specific cinema, to compute graphs, to give access to monitoring information,
and even to give current status of a server and show playing information.
With this application at hand, your clients will be able to access instantly to information about their
tickets, service contracts, temperature,
RAID state, etc.
You just have to give them the random
password and the login and they just
have to download the app on their
smartphone.
Available on iPhone and Android phone,
the CDN mobile apps are a really great
tool for your clients and for you.

Figure 20: CDN mobile apps
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